
IMX X1s MatrixCloud Video Storage Server

IPTV Optimized Video Storage Server

Video Streaming Optimized

The MatrixStream X1s storage server is optimized for IPTV video streaming. It is designed to work with MatrixStream’s X1 and i2400
series streaming servers to deliver the highest quality videos to viewers over any broadband network.

Cloud DVR Optimized

The X1s is optimized to support cloud DVR storage. Once enabled, viewers can record their favoritie TV shows on the cloud on the
IMX X1s storage servers. The cloud DVR feature allows IPTV operators to provide DVR service without requiring viewers to need
local hard drives in their IPTV set top boxes. By having complete control over the cloud storage, IPTV operators are able to provide a
more secure IPTV system to minimize video piracy.

Video Data Replication for Multiple POP Support

The X1s storage server is designed to work with the rest of the MatrixStream IPTV ecosystem to provide videos to local subscribers.
Each X1s has built-in intelligence to replicate unique video data from other X1s servers. This enables subscribers to stream videos
from servers at their local POP (Point of Presence) rather than from servers at a more distant location. The video files are
automatically synced among different POPs once a video file is uploaded into the IPTV system and permission is granted for data
replication. The result is a better viewer IPTV experience and bandwidth savings across the entire IPTV network.

MatrixCast Streaming Optimized

The X1s storage server is optimized to work with MatrixStream’s patented MatrixCast streaming technology. The MatrixCast
streaming technology allows viewers to watch low bitrate high quality HD videos over the Internet or over OTT networks.

Unlimited Scalability

The MatrixStream IPTV system can support unlimited VOD videos and cloud DVR storage. All IPTV operators can increase video
storage capabilites by additng additional IMX X1s to their IPTV systems.

Data De-duplication

The X1s has data de-duplication capabilities built-in where it maintains a single copy of the video file to best optimize storage use. It
will automatically eliminate unnecessary copies of the same video file across the IPTV system.

Tiered Storage for High Speed Video Access

The X1s supports tiered storage for high speed video access. This allows IPTV operators to offer the fastest performance for VOD
access while minimizing the total IPTV head-end cost. IPTV operators will have the option to configure the IMX X1s storage servers
based on their budget and access speed requirements.

Hardware Redundancy

Each IMX X1s comes with dual hot-swappable power supplies, dual 10 Gbps network ports, and dual 1 Gbps network ports.
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g Key Features

IP network

MX 1100 PC Viewer

IMX Middleware Server

IMX X1s Storage Server

IMX X1v VOD Streaming Server

IMX e4090HD Video Processor

MX 2 HD STB

IMX X1m MDVR Server

Apple iPhone/iPad Player

Android Phone/Tablet Player
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